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Phase-wise conservative and physics-preserving
algorithms for multi-phase flow in porous media
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Modeling and simulation of multiphase flow in porousmedia have been amajor effort in reservoir engineering
and in environmental study. One basic requirement for accurate modeling and simulation of multiphase
flow is to have the predicted physical quantities sit within a physically meaningful range. For example, the
predicated saturation should sit between 0 and 1 while the predicated molar concentration should sit between
0 and the maximum value allowed by the equation of state. Unfortunately, popular simulation methods used
in petroleum industries do not preserve physical bounds. Another major issue with common algorithms for
two-phase flow, especially common semi-implicit algorithms, is that they are (locally) conservative to just one
phase only, not all phases.
In this talk we present our work on both fully implicit and semi-implicit algorithms for two-phase and multi-
phase flow in porousmedia with capillary pressure. Our proposed algorithms are locallymass conservative for
all phases. They are also able to accurately reproduce the discontinuity of saturation due to different capillary
pressure functions, and the produced total velocity is continuous in the normal direction. Moreover, the
new schemes are unbiased with regard to the phases and the saturations of all phases are bounds-preserving
(if the time step size is smaller than a certain value for semi-implicit algorithms). We also present some
interesting examples to demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the new algorithms. The semi-implicit
algorithms are based on our novel splitting of variables, and the fully implicit algorithms are based on the
two nonlinear preconditioner of active-set reduced-space method and nonlinear elimination, as well as the
linear preconditioner of overlapping additive Schwarz type domain decomposition. The semi-implicit part of
this presentation is based on our joint work with Huangxin Chen (Xiamen University), Jisheng Kou (Shaoxing
University), Xiaolin Fan (Guizhou Normal University), and Tao Zhang (KAUST), and the fully implicit part is
based on our joint work with Haijian Yang (Hunan University), Chao Yang (Beijing University), and Yiteng Li
(KAUST).
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